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This version of the study ‘The regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques in countries
outside the European Union’, performed by Schuttelaar & Partners, has been updated following
a round of revisions in the period December 2014 until June 2015. During this period, relevant
contacts at the responsible ministries were contacted to provide information on any
developments regarding the regulatory status of NBTs (if any) since the previous moment of
contact.
Only relevant parts of the report have been update, which is indicated above the updated
sections.
Additionally, the updates are consolidated on page 46.
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This section was updated in 2015

Executive Summary
Introduction
Scientific progress has in recent years lead to the rapid development of new biotechnologies in
the plant breeding sector, commonly referred to as New Breeding Techniques (NBTs). These
techniques have attracted the attention of the EU plant breeding sector, as they could provide
breeders with valuable tools for battling sustainability challenges associated with the agrofood
chain without the use of transgenesis. However, the novel nature of these biotechnologies has
lead to the discussion whether these techniques lead to products which are subject to
legislation as described in the European Union (EU) Directive 2001/18/EU on Deliberate Release
of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs). The subsequent regulatory uncertainty creates a
barrier into the adoption of these novel techniques by the EU plant breeding sector.
The study
The results of the study, outlined in this report, provide insight into the legal and/or regulatory
status of NBTs in thirteen selected non-EU countries; Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
India, Japan, New Zealand, South Africa, Russia, South Korea, Switzerland and the United States
of America. The report provides insight into how potential legal and/or regulatory uncertainty (if
any) are regarded, and which potential solutions are available to policy makers.
Main points of interest
 Argentina is, as of May 2015, one of the first countries to make its resolution on the
regulatory status of NBTs publicly available. The resolution determines that all crops derived
through the use of NBTs, and thus ‗modern biotechnology‘, are to be reviewed on a case-bycase basis. However, the definition of a GMO is still found lacking, and real-world cases will
have to show the practicalities of the resolution.
 In Australia and New Zealand, there has been ongoing debate on the regulatory status of
NBTs, although the Competent Authorities are currently unwilling to publish a general
position. However, the FSANZ (Food Standards Australia New Zealand) indicated that
products designated as non-GM will not automatically be captured by the Novel Foods
regulation.
 India indicated that it does not consider NBTs to be captured by their GMO legislation a
priori. Instead of NBTs having to go through review on Federal level (as is the case with GM
crops), they have opted to review NBTs on a State level (as is the case with new, non-GM
crops).
 Brazil is currently still in the process of review, with no insight into future developments.
 The United States are in the process of reviewing the techniques. However, due to their
product-based approach, the US regulatory bodies are not expected to take a definitive
position on NBTs in general, instead reviewing applications on a case-by-case basis.
 Both Japan and the Republic of Korea are showing clear interest in NBTs and the regulatory
status in other countries and expert working groups have been formed in both countries, but
any progress on their process of review is unclear.
 South Africa has shown interest in the regulatory implications of NBTs, but are only in the
first stages of starting a process of regulatory and scientific review.
 Russia and China are reluctant to discuss any subjects related to NBTs or plant
biotechnology.
 Canada does not rely on a GM/non-GM distinction and considers NBTs to be adequately
covered by its domestic legislation and regulation.
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Looking forward
Although several expected regulatory statuses can be drawn from official statements and some
techniques have been officially reviewed in certain countries, we expect 2015 will be important
in determining the regulatory status of NBTs in the EU and several of the countries covered in
this report. The reluctance of certain countries to discuss the topics of NBTs is expected to be
related to the political and economic sensitivity of the subject, as well as the unpredictable
outcome of any decision related to it. NBTs and agricultural biotechnology continue to be a
sensitive issue in many countries; international trade relations can be affected by a nation‘s
position and subsequent regulatory framework, not in the least due to the expected difficulty in
detection/identification of products from crops obtained through the use of NBTs.
Front runners in reviewing/forming a position specifically on NBTs seem to be Argentina,
Australia, India and New-Zealand. It is expected that that the EU will publish its position in the
third semester of 2015, following official questions by MEPs to the EC.
Once the front-runners and possibly the EU (which all play an important part in international
trade) have published their position, it is expected that other countries will soon follow suit due
to the potential impact on import and export markets.
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Introduction
Scientific progress and the rapid development of new technologies in the plant breeding sector,
referred to as New Breeding Techniques (NBTs), have lead to the discussion whether these
techniques lead to products which are subject to the legislation as described in the EU Directive
on Deliberate Release of Genetically Modified Organisms (Directive 2001/18/EU).
The European Commission has initiated several activities in order to elucidate the issues related
to this discussion. One prominent initiative, at the request of the Competent Authorities, was
the New Techniques Expert Working Group, which reviewed the research on seven of the
techniques that were found to be most important in the field of NBTs. The experts evaluated
whether the NBTs result in genetic modification and if the techniques give rise to products which
fall under the scope of Directive 2001/18/EU.
Another leading report on the state-of-the-art and prospects for commercial development of
NBTs was requested by the European Commission and was authored jointly by the Joint Research
Centre (JRC), the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) and the Institute for
Health and Consumer Protection (IHCP). Following their report in 2011, a workshop was hosted
with the objective of comparing regulatory frameworks with regards to genetic modification in
the European Union and several selected countries (Argentina, Australia, Canada, Japan and
South Africa).
One issue that has not been properly evaluated is which regulation (if any) is applicable to
(products arising from) NBTs which are regarded non-GM and/or fall outside of the scope of the
aforementioned Directive. Since the European Commission is currently in the process of forming
an official position with regards to regulation of NBT, it is useful to evaluate foreign policy on
NBTs and GM legislation and predict future developments to get a clearer look on the status quo.
This report aims to provide insight into the regulatory status of NBTs in thirteen selected nonEU countries. These include the five countries selected by the JRC in their report (Argentina,
Australia, Canada, Japan and South Africa) and Brazil, China, India, New Zealand, Russia,
Republic of Korea, Switzerland and the United States of America. These countries were selected
based on the number of research papers published1, the absolute numbers of export of fruits,
vegetables and related products to the EU2, and geographical spread.

1

JRC/IPTS/IHCS. (2012). Comparative regulatory approaches for new plant breeding techniques:
Workshop Proceedings. Luxembourg: Publications office of the European Union.
2
EU Bilateral trade relations. (2012). Visited on October 2012, from European Commission Trade:
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creating-opportunities/bilateral-relations/
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The new breeding techniques that are covered in this report represent the main techniques that
are currently under regulatory review in the European Union. Due to the rapid developments in
this relatively young area of plant breeding, the list is not exhaustive. The techniques covered
are:
1) Zinc Finger Nucleases (ZFN, representative of a growing group of related techniques
more commonly referred to as Site-Directed Nucleases (SDN), including amongst
others ZFN-1/2/3, TALENs, Meganucleases and CRISPR-Cas)
2) Oligonucleotide Directed Mutagenesis (ODM);
3) Cisgenesis;
4) RNA-dependent DNA methylation (RdDM);
5) Grafting (non-GMO scion on GMO rootstock);
6) Reverse breeding;
7) Agro-infiltration (Agro-infiltration ‗sensu stricto‘, Agro-inoculation).
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Methodology
Gathering of information
The information in this report was obtained from two main sources: 1) desk research;
2) information from and meetings with 2a) relevant government officials; and 2b) experts from
academia. Below, each source is explained.
1)

Publicly available information on regulatory frameworks and legislative procedures
could, for the most part, be obtained through the use of desk research. This consisted
of consulting publications, government websites and archives for national legislation of
the relevant countries. The desk research stage aided in determining the legislative and
regulatory status of NBTs (and GMOs) in the selected countries. This information was
used to locate the appropriate Ministries and Government officials to contact, as well as
formulate a message tailored to the specific national situation where applicable.

2)

Requests for information from (see Annex A) and meetings with (teleconference/faceto-face) relevant officials and experts3 knowledgeable on the subject:
a. Contacting of Government officials and Ministries in most cases led to a person
knowledgeable on/responsible for the subject of NBTs. Information was
obtained through email-correspondence, telephone calls and, in several cases,
face-to-face meetings.
b. Relevant experts from academia were identified through contacts at the
respective national Governments, as well as through relevant national
associations, research institutes, research companies and scientific
publications.
All parties were informed of the non-confidentiality of the report before providing any
information. Relevant and/or previously undisclosed information obtained from
telephone conversations and face-to-face meetings was confirmed with the source and
checked with desk research or other contacts where possible. Most of the information
that was received was qualitative in nature, but is supported by additional sources
where possible.

Definition of a GMO
The definition of a GMO as used by the European Union serves as a reference point throughout
this study. European Directive 2001/18/EC (from here on ‗the European Directive‘) defines a
GMO as ‗an organism, with the exception of human beings, in which the genetic material has
been altered in a way that does not occur naturally by mating and/or natural recombination‘.
This definition refers both to the end product arising from the alteration of genetic material and
the process by which this alteration has occurred (‗has been altered in a way‘). Annexes to
Directive 2001/18/EC provide several examples of GM-techniques and conditions for techniques
to be regarded as giving rise to a GMO under the definition of the abovementioned European
Directive.

3

Although no confidential information was disclosed, individuals are referred to as the organisation
they represent, in order to respect anonymity.
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By studying the definitions used by the selected countries, a limited comparison could be made
on the scope of the definitions used in each respective country, and could provide further insight
into the argumentation used for NBT regulation.
Given the scope and purpose of this study, additional analysis and interpretation of the
terminology of the Directive definition of a GMO will not be discussed further. A thorough legal
analysis can be found in the Legal Briefing Paper on NBTs4, among others.

4

Please contact the author for further information.
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The regulatory status outlined below has been updated in 2015. Please refer to page 46 for the consolidated overview of updates.

Facts and figures: overview
Table I. Overview of expected regulatory status of the products resulting from the use of NBTs in selected countries

Technique
Country

ZFN1

ZFN2
#

Argentina

ZFN3

ODM

Cisgenesis

RdDM

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Australia

#

Reverse
Breeding
#

Agroinfiltration

Grafting
#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

#

Brazil
Canada
China
India
Japan
Rep of Korea
New Zealand

#

Russia
South Africa
Switzerland
#

USA
Legend
White
Blue
Black
#

Information not available
Non-regulated or exempted from applicable GM legislation
Regulated under applicable GM legislation
Case-by-case review
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1. Argentina
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
Argentina is the third largest country worldwide in terms of farming area planted with
transgenic crops (23,7 million acres), after the United States of America and Brazil. Argentina
has large-scale cultivation of GM soybean, maize and cotton5 (see Annex B). According to the
JRC (2012), Argentina published 0,9% of the total number of scientific publications on the
subject of NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C). Argentina took part in the JRC‘s workshops on
Comparative regulatory approaches for new plant breeding techniques in 2011, where it
presented a limited view on the country‘s regulation and legislation on the subject of NBTs and
GMOs.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Buenos Aires; Argentine
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries (MAGYP); Agro-ecosystem safety Advisory
commission, Office for Biotechnology (CONABIA); biotech company INDEAR; Joint Research
Centre (JRC)
Argentina introduced the ‗Regulatory Framework for Agricultural Biotechnology’ (the legislative
basis for analysis and regulation of novel plants) in 1991 when the authorities were introduced
to developments in this field.6 The competent authority is the Secretariat of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries, which is situated in the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries.
Political and regulatory structure
The Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries deals with approval and regulation of
existing and novel crops, among others.
The regulatory agencies acting under MAGYP are:
 Biotechnology Directorate (BD) supported by CONABIA, assessing biosafety of the agroecosystem and the primary regulatory agency for novel crops (including GM);
 National Service of Agrifood Health and Quality (SENASA), supported by the Food and
feed safety Advisory commission (TAC), assessing food and feed safety;
 Directorate of Agricultural Markets (DMA), assessing impact on trade and production
Authorization of commercial crop cultivation and/or products derived from these crops is
regulated by the three abovementioned regulatory agencies, and a favourable report from all

5

ISAAA. (2011). ISAAA Brief 43-2011. Retrieved from International Service for the Acquisition for Agri-Biotech

Applications website: http://www.isaaa.org/resources/publications/briefs/43/executivesummary/default.asp
6

MAGYP. (2011, September 12). Presentation biotech/GMO definition Argentina. Retrieved January 2013 from JRC

website: http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/presentations/documents/05Argentina.pdf
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three agencies is required for authorisation of novel crop cultivation. Labelling of GM products is
voluntary in Argentina.7 (MAGYP, 2010; MAGYP, 2011)
Definition of GMO
Argentina uses two complementary criteria for the definition of a GMO; 8
1) The definition of ‗products of modern biotechnology‘ based on the Cartagena Protocol
on Biosafety9, emphasizing the in vitro manipulation of nucleic acids and the possession
of ‗new combinations of genetic material‘ by the organism.
2) The definition of ‗event‘, meaning ‗The joint and stable insertion into the plant genome
of ONE (1) or more genes or DNA sequences that are part of a defined genetic construct‘
(unofficial translation from Spanish), as mentioned in MAGYP Resolution 701/2011, Art.
2, Bullet 19.
This definition, like the European Directive, addresses both the product and the process of
alteration. The first criterion focuses on the resulting organism itself, but indirectly already
refers to the process by which the alteration has occurred (through the use of ‗modern
biotechnology‘). The second criterion addresses the ‗event‘ of alteration and can be viewed as
analogous to ‗altered in a way‘ from the Directive. Theoretically, the Argentinean and European
definition of a GMO are of a similar scope, both incorporating product and process.
Argentina emphasizes a product-based approach during regulatory analysis, although data on the
process is also requested and reviewed. The regulation of agricultural GMOs is subject to the
following criteria (also referred to as the ‗regulatory framework‘):10
 Case by case: each submitted application is assessed separately
 Science: scientific and technical criteria are applied
 Quality: the documents supporting the application must have the quality of those
published in renowned international publications
 Familiarity: the GMO is compared with similar organisms that behave similarly
 History of safe use: the consumption habits and the massive consumption of said GMO in
other countries during several years
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of Argentina have, as of May 2013, not received any applications for
authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs described in this
report. Therefore, no formal assessment exists. However, the techniques are formally under
review by the CONABIA Expert Working Group (CEWG). Tentative results from this review

7

MAGYP. (2010). Agentina Biotech Directorate. Retrieved January 2013 from MAGYP website:

http://64.76.123.202/site/agregado_de_valor/biotechnology/10-DIRECTORATE/index.php;
8

See 7

9

The Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries of Argentina defines modern biotechnology as:

a) the application of in vitro nucleic acid techniques, including recombinant nucleic acid and the direct injection
of nucleic acid into cells or organelles, or b) fusion of cells beyond the taxonomic family that
overcome natural physiological reproductive or recombination barriers and that are not techniques used in
traditional breeding and selection.
10

See 6; expert from CONABIA; expert from INDEAR
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obtained from the relevant authorities11,12, combined with results from the JRC Workshop
report13, were used to indicate a possible regulatory status.

11

Expert from CONABIA

12

Expert from JRC

13

See 1
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Application for

Technique

Formal regulatory status

ZFN1

Under study

-

Exempt

ZFN2

Under study

-

Case-by-case

ZFN3

Under study

-

Regulated as GM

ODM

Under study

-

Exempt

Cisgenesis

Under study

-

Regulated as GM

RdDM

Under study

-

Exempt

Reverse Breeding

Under study

-

Exempt

Grafting

Under study

Yes, contained use,

Case-by-case, likely

regulated as GM

regulated as GM

Agro-infiltration

Under study

-

Case-by-case, exempt

permit

Expected status

ZFN1: Currently not considered different to traditional (radiation or chemical induced)
mutagenesis by the CEWG; it poses no new or increased risk, thus expected to be
exempt.
ZFN2: The CEWG‘s preliminary conclusion is case-by-case exemption; however the
introduction of material into coding regions or modification of ORFs would lead to GM
regulation.
ZFN3: Currently considered GM by the Expert Working Group of CONABIA, due to
introduction of stretches of genetic material (genes or parts of genes).
ODM: Currently not considered different to traditional (radiation or chemical induced)
mutagenesis by the CEWG; it poses no new or increased risk, thus expected to be
exempt.
Cisgenesis: Currently considered GM by CEWG due to introduction of stretches of
genetic material (genes or parts of genes).
RdDM: The CEWG‘s preliminary conclusion is exemption; the lack of genetic change visà-vis the parental plant would lead to exemption, but stability of the (epigenetic)
change will have to be reviewed.
Reverse Breeding: The CEWG‘s preliminary conclusion is exemption since no foreign
genetic material is present in the product.
Grafting: The CEWG‘s preliminary conclusion is review on case-by-case basis, with
default position being regulation as GM. The migration of molecules from the GM
rootstock to the non-GM scion have to be assessed.
Agro-infiltration: The CEWG‘s preliminary conclusion is exemption since there is no
genetic alteration vis-à-vis the parental plant, but case-by-case review is required.
‗Floral Dip‘ is expected to be regulated as GM due to introduction of genetic material
into reproductive tissues.

9

Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Products designated as non-GM go through Argentina‘s standard legislation for new crops, which
entails assessment by regulatory agencies under the Argentinean Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries (see Political and Regulatory Structure).14
Regulation of products arising from NBTs under study
Products from techniques currently under study are regulated as GM, in accordance with
Argentina‘s application of the Precautionary Principle. 15
Approach to legislation
Currently, CONABIA is in the process of preliminary scientific literature analysis to better define
the nature of each technique. It is noted that if a NBT is not considered to be within the scope
of GM legislation, but there is an indication that novel regulation is required to adequately cover
regulation of said NBT, this will be advised to the authorities.16
Predicted future developments
Results from the scientific literature analysis of CONABIA have been reported to the Argentinean
Biosafety Commission in March 2013. An official position will be determined by meetings with
the Biosafety Commission, reviewing the regulatory status of each NBT in light of the scientific
analysis and the current regulatory framework. CONABIA expects that multiple meetings will be
required to reach a conclusion, leading to an official position in 2013. The first meeting was
held in March, the second in April, and as of May 2013, no position has been agreed upon.17
Conclusion
Large scale cultivation of novel and transgenic crops is common practice in Argentina. The
responsible Ministry for Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries uses two complementary criteria to
define if a novel crop is a GMO, the combination of which cover a similar scope as the definition
used in the Directive. In practice, Argentina has a strong product-based approach. To that end,
ZFN1, ODM and Reverse Breeding are expected to be exempted from GMO regulation. ZFN3,
cisgenesis, and grafting are expected to be regulated as GM techniques. The latter, in addition
to ZFN2 and agro-infiltration will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
Argentinean authorities are in the process of discussing the regulatory status of NBTs. Although
no consensus has been reached yet, ZFN1, ODM, RdDM and reverse breeding are likely to be
considered non-GM. ZFN2, grafting and Agro-infiltration are likely to be assessed on a case-bycase basis. ZFN3 and cisgenesis are likely to fall within the scope of GM legislation.18

14

Expert from MAGYP

15

See 6, 11; expert from INDEAR

16

See 11

17

See 11

18

See 11
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2. Australia
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
Australia is the twelfth largest country worldwide in terms of farming area planted with
transgenic crops (0,7 million acres), with large-scale GM-cultivation of cotton and canola 19 (see
Annex B). According to the JRC20, Australia published 2,2% of the total number of scientific
publications on the subject of NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C). Australia took part in the
JRC‘s workshops on Comparative regulatory approaches for new plant breeding techniques in
2011, where it presented a limited view on the country‘s regulation and legislation on the
subject of NBTs and GMOs.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Canberra; Office of the Gene
Technology Regulator (OGTR); Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ)
The ‗Gene Technology Act 2000’ and the ‗Gene Technology Regulations 2001‘ form the legislative
basis for analysis and regulation of NBTs and GM products. Australia cooperates closely with New
Zealand on matters of food safety.21
Political and Regulatory structure
The Australian Ministry of Health and Ageing deals with approval and regulation of existing and
novel crops, among others. Its Secretariat acts as the competent authority. Australia works in
close cooperation with New Zealand on matters of food safety and regulation. This cooperation
is embodied in the bi-national government agency FSANZ.
The regulatory Agencies acting under the Secretariat of Health and Ageing, related to
authorisation of commercial crop cultivation and/or products derived from these crops are:
 Office of the Gene Technology Regulator (OGTR), dealing strictly with GMOs, avoiding
duplication of regulation if another agency has oversight;
 Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ), food standards (including safety) and
labelling;
 Agricultural Pesticides & Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA), agricultural pesticides
(e.g. herbicide use with herbicide resistant crops) and related.

19

See 5

20

See 1

21

Expert from FSANZ
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Definition of a GMO
Australia uses the definition in the Gene Technology Regulations 2001 (GTR), which superseded
the Gene Technology Act (GTA) 2000, for the definition of both genetically modified organisms
and organisms that are not GMOs. According to the GTR, a GMO constitutes any of the following:
22





an organism that has been modified by gene technology;
an organism that has inherited particular traits from an organism (the initial
organism), being traits that occurred in the initial organism because of gene technology
anything declared under a regulation to be a genetically modified organism, or that
belongs to a class of things declared under a regulation to be genetically modified
organisms

The GTR, like the Directive, exempts humans form being classified as a GMO and also addresses
the product and the process. The process (‗gene technology‘) is further defined in the GTR, and
includes ‗any technique for modifying genes or other genetic material‘. The second criterion for
a GMO adds another dimension to the product aspect of the definition that is not addressed in
the Directive, namely that progeny plants in which specific traits have been inherited from the
initial plant (and where those traits were acquired through gene technology) are also regarded
as GMOs23. This definition therefore creates a very broad range of what can be considered a
GMO.
Especially relevant in the context of several NBTs is the first item of Schedule 1A of the Gene
Technology Regulations 2001 (emphasis added): ‗(1) A mutant organism in which the mutational
event did not involve the introduction of any foreign nucleic acid (that is, non‑homologous DNA,
usually from another species)‘, since certain techniques arguably do not involve the introduction
of foreign nucleic acid from a product perspective.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of Australia have, as of June 2013, not received any applications for
authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs described in this
report. Therefore, no formal assessment exists.
However, FSANZ has finalised its review of the regulatory status of NBTs (ZFN1, 2, 3, ODM,
Cisgenesis, grafting and Reverse Breeding) in May 2013. These techniques were selected since
FSANZ expects these NBTs will play the biggest role in applications for approval in the
foreseeable future, and were reviewed in a series of expert workshops hosted by FSANZ. The
report with their findings has not been published, but is expected to be released in July 2013.
Tentative results from this review, combined with results from the OGTR‘s participation in the
JRC Workshop24, were used to indicate a possible regulatory status.

22

ComLaw AU. (2012, Oct 11). Standard 1.5.2 on Food produced using Gene Technology. Opgehaald van Australian

Government ComLaw: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/F2012C00771; OGTR. (2013, 01 01). About - Office of
the Gene Technology Regulator. Retrieved May 2013 from Office of the Gene Technology Regulator website:
http://www.ogtr.gov.au/internet/ogtr/publishing.nsf/Content/about-index-1#act
23

Food derived from an animal or other organism which has been fed food produced using GM techniques is not

considered to be GM, unless the animal or organism itself has been genetically modified; 22
24

See 1
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Technique

Formal regulatory status

ZFN1

Under study (FSANZ)

Application for

Expected status

permit

(OGTR only)

-

Exempt (OGTR)
Case-by-case,

ZFN2

Under study (FSANZ)

-

Regulated as GM
(OGTR)
Case-by-case,

ZFN3

Under study (FSANZ)

-

Regulated as GM
(OGTR)
Case-by-case,

ODM

Under study (FSANZ)

-

Regulated as GM
(OGTR)















Cisgenesis

Under study (FSANZ)

-

RdDM

To be discussed (FSANZ)

-

Reverse Breeding

Under study (FSANZ)

-

Grafting

Under study (FSANZ)

-

Agro-infiltration

Not under study

Yes, regulated as GM
for research purposes

Case-by-case, exempt
(OGTR)
Regulated as GM
(OGTR)
Exempt (OGTR)
Regulated as GM
(OGTR)
Case-by-case (OGTR)

ZFN1: Currently not considered different than traditional (radiation or chemical
induced) mutagenesis nor posing a new or increased risk, thus expected to be exempt
by the OGTR. Under study by FSANZ.
ZFN2: Case-by-case regulation, advice has been given by the OGTR specifically to
regulate as GM since the technique uses a template. Under study by FSANZ.
ZFN3: Case-by-case, likely regulated as GM by the OGTR due to introduction of
stretches of genetic material (genes or parts of genes). Under study by FSANZ.
ODM: Case-by-case regulation, advice has been given by the OGTR specifically to
regulate as GM since the technique uses a template. Under study by FSANZ.
Cisgenesis: Expected to be assessed on a case-by-case basis by the OGTR due to the
possibility of introducing foreign genetic material (any T-DNA, border regions).
Exemption is possible if there is no foreign genetic material present. Under study by
FSANZ.
RdDM: Regulatory status will be discussed in an upcoming workshop by the FSANZ, to be
held in August of 2013. The technique is expected to be regulated as GM by the OGTR,
since the epigenetic change is heritable.
Reverse Breeding: Expected to be exempt by the OGTR since no foreign genetic material
is present in the product. However, experts at FSANZ felt there was not enough
technical information available during recent workshops. The regulatory status of
reverse breeding therefore remains undetermined.
Grafting: Expected by the OGTR to be assessed on a case-by-case basis, with default
position being regulation as GM. Under study by FSANZ.
Agro-infiltration: Regulated as GM for research purposes, applicable to the infiltrated
plants. Commercial products derived from plants selected by Agro-infiltration are likely
regulated as non-GM by the OGTR, if no Agrobacterium tumefaciens or foreign genetic
material is present in the progeny. Expected status is case-by-case review, assessment
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based on which plant parts have been infiltrated and (potential) presence of
Agrobacterium and/or foreign genetic material. Not currently under review.
Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Products designated as non-GM are not automatically captured by the Novel Foods Standards. If
the process results in a ‗change to the nature of the food‘, thus necessitating a pre-market
safety assessment, then it will be subjected to the Novel Food Standards, which entails
assessment by FSANZ in line with the Australia New Zealand Food Standards Code. In case the
products are from modified crops which concern pesticides (e.g. herbicide resistance), the
specific product will also require review by APVMA (see Political and Regulatory Structure).
Regulation of products arising from NBTs under study
Products under study will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if they fall under GM
legislation.25
Approach to legislation
The techniques have been reviewed on a scientific basis to determine their status under the
current GM-legislation. The FSANZ has indicated that further consultation is required to
determine whether changes to Standard 1.5.2 would be necessary to clarify the regulatory
status of NBTs, whether it is necessary to modify the assessment procedures (e.g. reduction in
data requirements for assessment) and if additional guidance is needed for stakeholders.
Predicted future developments
FSANZ has finalised its review of the regulatory status of NBTs in May 2013, but its report has not
yet been published. The report is expected to spark new discussion on the topic of NBTs, but
there is no indication that current legislation will have to be amended. The OGTR has indicated
that it has no planning to review the techniques; case-by-case review will be conducted solely in
response to questions from industry or researchers about specific organisms.
Conclusion
In Australia, the Ministry of Health and Ageing is responsible for the approval and regulation of
existing and novel crops, with the Secretariat acting as the competent authority. Furthermore,
Australia works in close collaboration with New Zealand by means of the bi-national government
agency FSANZ. Australia‘s Gene Technology Act lists a number of criteria which a novel plant
needs to meet in order to constitute a GMO. The definition stipulates that any progeny of a GMO
is also treated as a GMO. Products designated as non-GM are not automatically captured by the
Australian Novel Foods Standards.
The FSANZ has finalised its review of the regulatory status of NBTs in May 2013. For this, the
FSANZ has reviewed ZFN1, 2, 3, ODM, Cisgenesis, reverse breeding and grafting. These
techniques were selected since FSANZ expects these NBTs will play the biggest role in
applications for approval in the foreseeable future. The report has not been published, but is
expected to be released in July of 2013.
Preliminary results from FSANS and the OGTR indicate that the following techniques will likely
be exempt from GM-legislation, since no foreign genetic material is present in the progeny
25

Expert from OGTR
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plants: ZFN1, Cisgenesis, and possibly Agro-Infiltration (although this technique is not covered in
the latest review by FSANZ). Applications for approval of products obtained using NBTs, with the
possible exception of ZFN1, RdDM and reverse breeding, are expected to be handled on a caseby-case basis.
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3. Brazil
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
Brazil is the second largest country worldwide in terms of farming area planted with transgenic
crops (30,3 million acres), after the United States of America. Brazil has large-scale GMcultivation of soybean, cotton and maize26 (see Annex B). According to the JRC27, Brazil
published 0,9% of the total number of scientific publications on the subject of NBTs as of April
2010 (see Annex C).
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Brasilia; Ministry for
Agriculture, Livestock and Supply (MAPA); Secretariat for Animal Health, Plant Protection and
Inspection (SDA/MAPA); National Technical Commission on Biosafety (CTNBio); ANBio
The Brazilian ‗Biosafety Law’ forms the legislative basis for analysis and regulation of novel
crops, such as those derived from NBTs.28
Political and Regulatory structure
The review, regulation and inspection of research into and commercial application of new crops
is handled by MAPA, and is supported by the Ministry of Health (for food safety) and the Ministry
for the Environment (for environmental protection).
The National Biosafety Council (CNBS) advises the Federal Government directly and deals with
requests for authorisation of release of GMOs and other ‗products of modern biotechnology‘,
supported by the CTNBio.
Definition of a GMO
Brazil uses the definitions laid out in Article 3 of the Brazilian Biosafety Law No 11.105 for
defining what constitutes a GMO.29 The definition is very brief, stating that a GMO is an
―organism the genetic material of which (DNA/RNA) has been modified by any genetic
engineering technique.‖ There is no further elaboration on what is regarded as a genetic
engineering technique. This definition, unlike that of the Directive, focuses strongly on the
process used to acquire the product (any genetic engineering technique), since the nature of the
‗modification‘ is not taken into consideration. Although there is little specification of how the
genetic modification may be caused, use of the term ‗any genetic engineering technique‘ allows
this definition to be as broad as required.

26

See 5

27

28

See 1
CTNBio. (2005, March). Law No 11.105 (Biosafety). Retrieved January 2013 from National Technical Commission

on Biosafety (CTNBio) website: http://www.ctnbio.gov.br/index.php/content/view/12847.html
29

See 28
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Of special relevance are the requirements that a GMO is an organism of which the genetic
material has been modified by a technique that involves molecules manipulated outside live
cells through changes made to natural or synthetic DNA/RNA segments that can multiply in a
living cell, or molecules resulting from this multiplication.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of Brazil have, as of May 2013, not received any applications for
authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs as described in
this report. Therefore, no formal assessment exists. Although there are indications that NBTs are
being reviewed by CTNBio, there is no indication of their regulatory status. Officials did
comment that, looking at the GMO definition used by the Brazilian authorities, several
techniques could be considered subject to GMO regulation if genetic material is modified and/or
inserted. Details are yet to be determined by the responsible authorities.
Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Cultivation of crops (resulting from NBTs) not regulated as GM are reviewed by MAGYP and the
Ministry of Environment and subject to environmental, phytosanitary and agricultural regulation.
Products resulting from crops not regulated as GM are regulated by the Ministry of Agriculture
for phytosanitary and general quality standards, as well as by the Ministry of Health, which
reviews food safety.
Regulation of products arising from NBTs under study
No determination.
Approach to legislation
Although CTNBio is conducting a review into several of the NBTs, there is no indication that the
current legislation will not adequately cover NBTs.
Predicted future developments
Although CTNBio has mentioned that it is at least considering to review the NBTs, there is no
indication that any progress has been made, or that any developments are to be expected.
Conclusion
In Brazil, the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply is responsible for the review,
regulation and inspection of novel crops. This is done in cooperation with the Ministry of Health
(food safety) and the Ministry of Environment (environmental protection). Brazil has a very brief
definition of a GMO, defining far fewer criteria for product or process than the European
Directive. There have, as of May 2013, not been any applications for the approval of commercial
use of any of the NBTs covered in this study. Despite indications that CTNBio is reviewing NBTs,
there is no official regulatory status of these techniques.
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4. Canada
Introduction
Canada is the fifth largest country worldwide in terms of farming area planted with transgenic
crops (10,4 million acres), with large-scale GM-cultivation of canola, maize, soybean and
sugarbeet30 (see Annex B). According to the JRC (2012), Canada published 2,6% of the total
number of scientific publications on the subject of NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C).
Canada took part in the JRC‘s workshops on Comparative regulatory approaches for new plant
breeding techniques in 2011, where it presented a limited view on the country‘s regulation and
legislation on the subject of NBTs and GMOs.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Canada Permanent Mission to the EU; Wageningen Research University (WUR)
The Canadian ‗Regulatory Framework for Biotechnology’ (1993) and additional acts (e.g. Food
and Drugs Act, Seeds Act, Pest Control Products Act) form the legislative basis for analysis and
regulation of novel crops. Canada‘s regulatory framework is exclusively product based.31
Political and Regulatory structure
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA, an agency of the Canadian Ministry of Agriculture
and Agri-food) and Health Canada deal with the approval and regulation of plants with novel
traits and feed and food derived from them.
The CFIA deals with approval and regulation of environmental release of plants with novel traits
as well as feed derived from them, whilst HC deals with consumer health and food safety. (CBS,
2013)
Definition of a GMO
The Canadian Regulatory Framework for Biotechnology, the basis for Canada‘s regulation of
biotechnology, is triggered primarily by the ‗product‘ and its novel trait – not the process by
which it was obtained. Relevant for cultivation of NBTs here is the indication of Plants with
Novel Traits (PNTs), which is covered in Part V of the Seeds Regulation (under the Seeds Act32);
‗―novel trait‖, in respect of seed, means a characteristic of the seed that 33
a) has been intentionally selected, created or introduced into a distinct, stable population
of cultivated seed of the same species through a specific genetic change, and
b) based on valid scientific rationale, is not substantially equivalent, in terms of its
specific use and safety both for the environment and for human health, to any
30

See 5
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CBS. (2013, February 14). BioPortal. Consulted on February 14, 2013, from Canadian Biotechnology Secretariat

BioPortal: http://www.bioportal.gc.ca/english/BioPortalHome.asp
32

Government of Canada. (2012, December 14). Seeds Law. Consulted on February 18, 2013, from Canada Justice

Laws Website: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/C.R.C.,_c._1400/page-42.html#h-87
33

CFIA. (2013). Approved Plants with Novel Traits. Consulted on February 18, 2013, from Canadian Food Inspection

Agency: http://www.inspection.gc.ca/plants/plants-with-novel-traits/approved-underreview/eng/1300208455751/1300208520765
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characteristic of a distinct, stable population of cultivated seed of the same species in
Canada, having regard to weediness potential, gene flow, plant pest potential, impact
on non-target organisms and impact on biodiversity.‘
Due to this regulation of biotechnology, it is not practical to refer to the concept of ‗GM/nonGM‘, but ‗PNT or not PNT‘.
Direct comparison of this definition to that of the European Directive is not possible because of
the different terminology used in both definitions. However, this definition may also be
approached from a product/process perspective. In this case, we find that although the
definition acknowledges that the novel trait is brought about through ‗a specific genetic
change‘, there is no further reference to how the novel trait may be induced. Additionally, the
second criterion focuses on application and use of the PNT, pertaining thus to the use of the
plant, rather than the method through which the plant was acquired.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
As mentioned, Canada does not regulate based on technique, nor are all NBTs necessarily PNTs.
There have been no applications at the CFIA or HC for approval of products derived from NBTs,
but applications will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
Regulation of products from NBTs
Plants obtained through the use of NBTs are not necessarily considered PNTs. If the plants are
regarded as a PNT according to Part V of the Seeds Regulation, than import, trade and
cultivation are covered by the Plant Protection Act and Seeds Act, enforced by the CFIA. Health
Canada controls the sale of foods derived from these PNTs in Canada through the mandatory premarket notification requirement as set out in Division 28 of Part B of the Food and Drug
Regulations .34 If the plants and products are not considered PNTs they are not automatically
captured by other regulations, and may be used for commercial cultivation (provided they are
not restricted in any other way).
Approach to legislation
The current legislation and regulatory framework is considered to adequately cover NBTs.
Predicted future developments
None currently.

34

Health Canada. (2006, June). Guidelines for the Safety Assessment of Novel Foods. Consulted on May 03, 2013,

from Health Canada: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/legislation/guide-ld/nf-an/guidelines-lignesdirectriceseng.php#a1; Government of Canada. (2013, March). Food and Drug Regulations. Consulted on May 2013, from
Justice Laws Website: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/C.R.C.,_c._870/FullText.html
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Conclusion
In Canada, novel crops (defined as plants with novel traits), are regulated by the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency, which is part of the Ministry of Agriculture and Agri-food. This is done in
cooperation with Health Canada. Canada does not use the term ‗genetically modified‘, but
instead deals in terms of ‗Plants with Novel Traits‘(PNTs). This makes a direct comparison with
the European Directive difficult. Canadian authorities have found that their current legislation
sufficiently covers regulation of NBTs, and their regulatory status is therefore not subject to the
same type of discussion as in Europe.
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5. China
Introduction
China has the largest population of any country in the world, and is ranked sixth in terms of
global area of transgenic crops (3.9 million hectares, including cotton, papaya, poplar, tomato,
sweet pepper) 35 (see Annex B). According to the JRC36, China produced 1,3% of the research
published on NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C).
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Rothamsted Research Institute; Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
in Beijing; Embassy of the People’s Republic of China in the Kingdom of the Netherlands; Dutch
Ministry of Agriculture; Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Peking University; Chinese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs - Mission of the People’s Republic of China to the European Union; Chinese
Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP); Chinese Ministry of Agriculture (MOA); Institute of
Nutrition and Food Safety; Chinese Academy of Agriculture Science (CAAS)
The Chinese ‗Regulations on Administration of Agricultural Genetically Modified Organisms
Safety‘ (the Regulations) forms the legislative basis for analysis and regulation of genetic
modification of (micro)organisms and foodstuffs, and was issued by the Ministry of Agriculture in
2001.37
Political and regulatory structure
An inter-ministerial conference consisting of persons from the departments of agriculture,
science and technology, environmental protection, public health, foreign trade and economic
cooperation, inspection and quarantine, and from other relevant departments is responsible for
issues pertaining to agricultural genetically modified organisms safety. 38
China uses a class-based categorisation and evaluation system for agricultural genetically
modified organisms.39 The competent agricultural administrative department of the State
Council is responsible for the nationwide supervision and administration of agricultural safety,
including GMOs. The competent agricultural administrative departments of the local people‘s
governments at or above county level are responsible for their administrative areas. The
competent public health administrative departments of the local people‘s governments at or
above county level are responsible for supervision and administration of hygiene and safety of
GM food within their area.40

35

See 5

36

See 1
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People‘s Republic of China. Regulations on Administration of Agricultural Genetically Modified Organisms

Safety. Retrieved from The Central People's Government of the People's Republic of China Official Web Portal:
http://english.gov.cn/laws/2005-08/24/content_25837.htm
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Ministry of Agriculture, P. R. (2002). Implementation Regulations on Safety Assessment of Agricultural
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Definition of a GMO
The Regulations define a GMO as ‗animals, plants, microorganisms and their products whose
genomic structures have been modified by genetic engineering technologies for the use in
agricultural production or processing, which mainly include genetically modified animals,
plants([...]) and microorganisms; products directly processed from genetically modified
products; [...] and other products containing ingredients of genetically modified animals, plants
and microorganisms or their products.‘41
This definition explicitly mentions the use of ‗genetic engineering technologies‘ as a prerequisite
to the classification of an organism as a GMO, therefore indicating a strong process-focussed
approach. Additionally, the definition clearly addresses inheritance of GM traits as also giving
rise to GMOs. This is an additional dimension that is not specifically mentioned in the European
Directive, but is implicit in its definition of a GMO.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
There is currently no known discussion on the legal status of NBTs, and therefore also no formal
legislation/regulation pertaining to the commercial use of NBTs in China.
Legislation of products from NBTs designated as non-GMO
The regulatory authorities of China have, to our knowledge, not received any applications for
authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs as described in
this report. Therefore, no formal assessment exists nor is it known what legislation applies in
the case of exemption of an NBT from GMO legislation.
Legislation of products arising from technologies under study
NBTs are currently still in an academic research phase and their regulatory status is not yet a
topic of discussion.
Approach to legislation
It is unknown whether China has a product-based or process-based approach towards legislation.

Predicted future developments
None currently, it is unclear if and when the regulatory status of NBTs will be reviewed in China.
Conclusion
In China, a congregation comprised of several departments from different ministries is
responsible for the review, regulation and inspection of (research into) novel crops. Additionally,
the State Council is responsible for nationwide supervision of agricultural safety. China has an
extensive process-based definition of a GMO, including an additional dimension that stipulates
that products derived from GMOs are also considered to be within the scope of GM legislation.
The regulatory status of the commercial application of NBTs in China is currently not a topic of
discussion, as the techniques are still in a research phase. There are, as of May 2013, no known
applications for approval for the commercial use of NBTs, and hence there is no formal
assessment available.

41

See 37
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6. India
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
India has the second largest population in the world, and is ranked fourth in terms of global area
of transgenic crops (10.6 million hectares, all cotton) 42 (see Annex B). According to the JRC43,
India produced 1,3% of the research published on NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C).

Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in New Delhi; Ministry of
Environment and Forests (MoEF); Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR); Indian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs – Indian Mission to the EU; Shriram Bioseed; Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MinBuZa); University of Calcutta; Indian Society of Genetics and Plant Breeding; Centre for
Plant Breeding and Genetics; Keygene; Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR); Food
Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI); Department of Biotechnology (DBT); Press
Information Bureau (PIB)
The ‗Rules for the Manufacture/use/import/export and storage of hazardous microorganisms,
genetically engineered organisms or cells, 1989’ (the Rules 1989) form the legislative basis for
analysis and regulation of genetically engineered organisms and cells. 44 Additionally, the Indian
Council of Medical Research issued the ‗Guidelines for the Safety Assessment of Foods Derived
from Genetically Engineered Plants’ in 2008 (Guidelines 2008) as an addition pertaining
specifically to the analysis and regulation of (foodstuffs derived from) genetically engineered
plants.45
Political and regulatory structure
The Rules 1989 are enforced by the MoEF and the DBT through six competent authorities46:
 Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (RDAC)
 Review Committee on Genetic Manipulation (RCGM)
 Genetic Engineering Advisory Committee (GEAC)
 Institutional Biosafety Committees (IBSC)
 State Biotechnology Coordination Committees (SBCC)
 District Level Committees (DLC)
Additionally, the following governmental institutions involved in procedure:
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FSSAI, implemented by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. Scientific statutory
agency responsible for regulation of manufacturing, processing, distribution, sale and
import of food.47
ICAR, an autonomous organisation under the Department of Agricultural Research and
Education (DARE) of the Ministry of Agriculture, and is responsible for the co-ordinating,
guiding and managing of research and education in agriculture.

As stipulated in the ‗National Seeds Policy’ (2002), all GM crops are tested for safety before
commercial release.48 Supervision of testing is coordinated by the All India Coordinated Project
Trials of ICAR. Long-term monitoring is done by the Ministry of Agriculture and the State
Departments of Agriculture. Final approval is issued by the GEAC. Environmental risk assessment
is performed according to the Rules 1989.
Definition of a GMO
The Rules 1989 define ‗genetic engineering‘ and ‗microorganisms‘ separately, whereby genetic
engineering ‗means the technique by which heritable material, which does not usually occur or
will not occur naturally in the organism or cell concerned, generated outside the organism or
the cell is inserted into said cell or organism.‘ 49 The Guidelines 2008 specifically mention that
self cloning, deletion and removal of parts of heritable material also constitute genetic
modification.50 The Guidelines 2008 differentiate between genetically engineered food and a
genetically engineered plant. The latter term is defined as ‗a plant in which the genetic
material has been changed through in vitro nucleic acid techniques [...]‘. The differentiation
between GM food and plants might already serve as an indicator of a focus on the final product,
whereas the European Directive uses the term ‗organism‘. The Guidelines 2008 continue to list a
number of techniques that give rise to GM plants/food, similar to Annex I A, part 1 of the
European Directive51; therefore covering a similar scope.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
There have been no applications for approval of NBTs in India so far. Although the Indian
government invests in biotechnology research, the research into NBTs is not very active.52
Legislation of products from NBTs designated as non-GMO
As no decisions have been made on the legal status of NBTs, it is also still undetermined how
products from NBTs will be legislated.53
Legislation of products arising from technologies under study
It is unknown if the regulatory status of NBTs in India is currently under discussion and therefore
it is unknown what legislation applies to products arising from NBTs.
Approach to legislation
47
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India does not lean towards a precautionary approach. 54 This gives reason to believe that NBTs
may be more easily approved as the supposed advantages (better food provision for a population
that is still mostly living in impoverished conditions) will outweigh any possible disadvantages.
Predicted future developments
In 2012, the Indian Government drafted a bill to establish the ‗Biotechnology Regulatory
Authority of India‘ (BRAI). 55 This Authority, when in place, will act as an autonomous agency
that will regulate the research, transport, import, manufacture and the use of organisms and
products of modern bio-technology.56 It would thus act independently of other governmental
agencies and would bypass the 2008 Guidelines. It has been predicted that using these
guidelines will be difficult, as they are not very detailed. Government elections in 2014 should
provide more clarity on the opportunities for the use of NBTs. 57
Concluding remarks
In India, the Food Safety and Standards Authority India is responsible for the review, regulation
and inspection of research of new crops. As part of the Ministry of Health and Family welfare,
they work in collaboration with a number of other committees and councils and are collectively
responsible for the approval, regulation and assessment of novel foods and their products. The
Indian definition of a GMO is similar to that of the European Directive, providing a list of
techniques that give rise to GMOs.
Correspondence with local businesspeople from the biotechnology sector indicates that
government elections to be held in 2014 will important in determining the regulation of NBTs.
There are, as of May 2013, no known applications for approval for the commercial use of NBTs,
and hence there is no formal assessment available.
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7. Japan
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
According to the JRC58, Japan produced 3,9% of the research published on NBTs as of April 2010
(see Annex C). Of these publications, more than half focuses on RdDM.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs ; Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs Japanese mission to the EU (2013)
Political and Regulatory structure
There are many Ministries involved in the assessment process of GM food/feed additives in
Japan.59
The responsibilities of the different Ministries is based on the ‗type‘ of use of a crop:

Type 2 use is seen as: ‗use undertaken with the intention of preventing the dispersal of
LMOs into the air, water or soil outside facilities, equipment or other structures.‘,
which can unofficially be described as ‗confined use‘.

Type 1 use is seen as any type of use that does not constitute Type 2 use, and can be
unofficially described as ‗unconfined use‘ or ‗intentional release into the environment‘;
Regulatory agencies in Japan abide the Cartagena Domestic Law:
 Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF); Main ministry for Type 2
(confined) use for (agricultural) commercial use.
 Ministry of Environment (MOE); Main ministry for Type 1 (unconfined) use
 Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW); Main ministry for Type 2 (confined) use
for (pharmaceutical) commercial use.
 Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT); Main ministry for
Type 2 (confined) use for basic research purposes.
The meeting with the Japanese Mission to the EU emphasized the involvement of the Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Environment in particular as being responsible for
risk assessments and approval.60 However, none of the ministries have the lead, and it is not
clear which specific departments are involved or what responsibilities they have.
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Definition of a GMO
Japan adheres to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety definition of a living modified organism
(LMO): ‗any living organism that possess a novel combination of genetic material obtained
through the use of modern biotechnology.‘ This definition clearly addresses both the product and
the process by which a novel genetic combination has been achieved. To this end, the Japanese
definition is of a similar scope as the European Directive.
Additionally, the Food Sanitation Law and Food Safety Basic Law (for food safety), as well as the
Feed Safety Law (for feed safety) are applied to their respective area of focus.
Possible exemptions for organisms obtained by self-cloning and/or ‗natural occurrence‘ are
assessed on a case by case basis.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of Japan have, as of May 2013, not received any applications for
authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs described in this
report. The Japanese government is still in an early discussion phase, and has recently formed
an expert working group to this end61. Tentative statements, combined with the results from the
JRC Workshop62, were used to indicate a possible regulatory status.
Application for
Technique

Formal regulatory status

permit

Expected status

ZFN1

-

-

-

ZFN2

-

-

-

ZFN3

-

-

-

ODM

-

-

-

Cisgenesis

-

-

Regulated as GM

RdDM

-

-

-

Reverse Breeding

-

-

Exempted
Chimeric plant as
GM, seeds/progeny as

Grafting

-

-

non-GM

Agro-infiltration

-

-

-









61

See 12

62

See 1

63

See 1

ZFN1: Currently undetermined.
ZFN2: Currently undetermined.
ZFN3: Currently undetermined.
ODM: Currently undetermined.
Cisgenesis: Might be seen as a ‗natural occurrence‘ but will still require application for
approval. Preliminary conclusion are that it will be regulated as GM. 63
RdDM: Currently undetermined.
Reverse Breeding: Currently undetermined.
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Grafting: The chimeric plant and its fruit are considered GM. However, the seeds and
progeny derived from the chimeric plant are not considered GM. 64
Agro-infiltration: Currently undetermined.

Legislation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
If products resulting from the application of an NBT are considered non-GMO, there are no
additional safety assessments. Non-GMOs may be cultivated and distributed as agricultural
products such as those that are derived from conventional breeding. Non-GMO products are still
subject to other standard regulations such as pesticide residues and sampling safety tests. 65
Legislation of products arising from technologies under study
Products arising from NBTs are not regarded as GM by default. The safety assessment for GMOs
as foods/food additives (below) is not the default assessment used for products resulting from
the use of NBTs. NBTs are thus initially treated as non-GM until proven otherwise.66
The Food Safety Commission (FSC), in consultation with special subcommittees, is responsible
for the assessment of the application and notifying MHLW/MAFF. Regulation of GMO safety
assessment involves the MHLW and MAFF, which receive and review the request for approval.
Approach to legislation
NBTs are assessed on a case-by-case consultation basis. Japan maintains a very clear productbased approach: if there are no transgenes in a final product, the product is considered to be
non-GM. Japanese regulatory authorities apply the same reasoning when assessing new NBT
crops. The current legislation is therefore expected to be sufficient, but this does not rule out
the possibility of regulatory revisions.67
Predicted future developments
There is specific interests in reverse breeding as the result of a previous assessment case.68
Maize subjected to seed production technology (SPT) was assessed to be non-GM, and reverse
breeding is likely to be assessed in a similar manner as SPT. The focus on research into RdDM
could also be indicative of upcoming favourable regulation.
Conclusion
In Japan, several Ministries are involved in the regulation and inspection of new crops,
characterised by two different types of usage. The Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture and
Ministry of Environment are specifically responsible for the risk assessment and approval. The
Japanese definition of a GMO addresses both process and product. In practice, however, Japan
has a very distinct product-based approach, such that any product that does not contain a
transgene is not considered to be a GMO. Additionally, products derived through the use of
biotechnologies are not by default treated as a GMO, unless proven otherwise.
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See 1

65

Government official from the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

66

See 60
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Japanese Mission to the EU

68

60
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The Japanese Government has formed an expert working group to review NBTs, but there is no
further information on its formation, progress or planning.
There are no definitive regulatory statuses of any of the NBTs covered in this study. However,
reverse breeding is expected to be exempted from GMO legislation, and Cisgenesis will likely be
considered to be a GM technique. Furthermore, the chimeric plant in the grafting technique is
considered to be a GMO, but the seeds derived from the progeny are likely to not be considered
GMOs.
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8. New Zealand
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
New Zealand currently does not allow any broad-acre (i.e., non-confined) growing of GM-crops,
but allows the import of certain varieties69. According to the JRC70, New Zealand published 1,3%
of the total number of scientific publications on the subject of NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex
C).
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: New Zealand Environmental Protection Authority (EPA); Food Standards
Australia New Zealand (FSANZ); Plant and Food Research
The Hazardous Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) Act 1996 of New Zealand provides the
legislative basis for review and regulation of ‗new organisms‘, including novel crops and their
derived products, for both research and commercial activities.71
Political and Regulatory structure
The EPA and the bi-national FSANZ deal with the approval and regulation of plants with novel
traits and feed and food derived from them.
The EPA deals with approval and regulation of environmental release of new plant varieties,
whilst FSANZ deals with feed and food safety.72
Definition of a GMO
Under the HSNO Act, GMOs are defined as ―unless expressly provided otherwise by regulations,
any organism in which any of the genes or other genetic material—(a) have been modified by in
vitro techniques; or (b) are inherited or otherwise derived, through any number of replications,
from any genes or other genetic material which has been modified by in vitro techniques‖. The
definition of ‗in vitro techniques‘ is not provided. This definition directly addresses both product
and several aspects of the process which lead to a GMO. In this sense, the definition of what
constitutes a GMO is similar to that of the European Directive, but much broader and arguably
more vague since there is no official definition of ‗in vitro techniques‘.
Similar to the Australian definition, the HSNO definition emphasises that progeny of organisms
whose genetic material has been modified in vitro is also considered a GMO. To this end, the
definition maintained by New Zealand covers a broad range of what can be considered a GMO.73
69

NZ Ministry for Primary Industries. (2013). Importing Genetically Modified Organisms. Consulted on January 23,

2013, from Ministry for Primary Industries: http://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/regs/imports/plants/gmo
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EPA New Zealand. (1996). HSNO Act. Retrieved January 2013, New Zealand Legislation website:
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EPA New Zealand. (2013). Retrieved January 2013 from EPA New Zealand: http://www.epa.govt.nz/new-
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Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of New Zealand have, as of May 2013, not received any applications
for authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs described in
this report. The EPA has received a request for the review of ZFN1, and has concluded that it
will be exempt from regulation by the EPA.
FSANZ has finalised its review of the regulatory status of NBTs (ZFN1, 2, 3, ODM, Cisgenesis,
grafting and Reverse Breeding) in May 2013. These techniques were selected since FSANZ
expects these NBTs will play the biggest role in applications for approval in the foreseeable
future. The report has not been published, but is expected to be released in July 2013.
Tentative results from this review, combined with information from the EPA, were used to
indicate an expected regulatory status.
Application for
Technique

Formal regulatory status

permit

Expected status

Exempt (EPA), under
ZFN1

study (FSANZ)

-

-

ZFN2

Under study (FSANZ)

-

-

ZFN3

Under study (FSANZ)

-

-

ODM

Under study (FSANZ)

-

-

Yes, considered
similar to
transgenesis, GMO

Regulated as GM

Cisgenesis

Under study (FSANZ)

under the HSNO Act.

(EPA)

RdDM

Unknown

-

-

Reverse Breeding

Under study (FSANZ)

-

-

Grafting

Under study (FSANZ)

-

Regulated as GM
(EPA)

Yes, considered GM
Agro-infiltration







Unknown

for research

Regulated as GM

purposes.

(EPA)

ZFN1: The New Zealand EPA has decided that organisms resulting from the use of ZFN1
(and TALENs, not covered in this study) are not considered genetically modified and are
therefore not subject to the Act.74 Although this means that commercial crops derived
from the use of ZFN1 are not subject to the Act, the review by FSANZ will determine if
the actual products (food/feed) derived from these crops will be regulated as GM or
not.
ZFN2: Currently under review by FSANZ.
ZFN3: Currently under review by FSANZ.
ODM: Currently under review by FSANZ.
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EPA New Zealand. (2013, April). Application Details. Retrieved from EPA Application Database:

http://www.epa.govt.nz/search-databases/Pages/applications-details.aspx?appID=APP201381#
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Cisgenesis: No legal determination has been made. However, the EPA has previously
indicated, in response to an inquiry, that in line with the HSNO Act, it considers
Cisgenesis to be regulated as GM, due to its similarity to Transgenesis.
RdDM: Currently no information.
Reverse Breeding: Currently no information.
Grafting: FSANZ is currently reviewing the technique and has indicated that it is
expected to be regulated as GM under the HSNO act.
Agro-infiltration: No legal determination has been made. However, EPA regulates the use
of GM Agrobacterium tumefaciens for research purposes as yielding GM plants,
regardless of whether transfections are stable or transient. Therefore, the technique is
expected to be regulated as GM, but there is uncertainty regarding the offspring of
treated plants containing no Agrobacterium or foreign DNA.

Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Products designated as non-GM are not automatically captured by the Novel Foods Standards.
See Chapter 2. Australia, ‗Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM‘, page 11.
Crops and products will also require review by the EPA (see Political and Regulatory Structure).
Regulation of products arising from NBTs under study
Products under study will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if they fall under GM
legislation. During the review period, cultivation, import and sale of (products derived from)
plants obtained through the use of the reviewed NBT is not permitted.
Approach to legislation
The current legislation and regulatory framework is considered to adequately cover regulation of
(products derived from) plants obtained through the use of NBTs.
Predicted future developments
FSANZ has finalised its review of the regulatory status of NBTs in May 2013. The EPA‘s position is
expected to follow after the official publication of the FSANZ report, but there is no certainty
on the timing.
Conclusion
In New Zealand, the Environmental Protection Agency and the bi-national agency Food Standards
Australia New Zealand are responsible for the approval and regulation of plants with novel
traits. The definition of a GMO as maintained in New Zealand addresses both product and
process, specifically mentioning the use of in vitro techniques. The scope of the definition is
considered to be similar to that of the European Directive, with additional emphasis on the
product (progeny). Products designated as non-GM are not automatically captured by the New
Zealand Novel Foods Standards.
The EPA has exempted ZFN1 from GM regulation. Cisgenesis, grafting and agro-infiltration as
considered to fall within the scope GMO legislation. The regulatory statuses of the other
techniques are not yet known.
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9. Republic of Korea
An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
The Republic of Korea does not allow cultivation of biotech crops, but allows import.75 According
to the JRC76, the Republic of Korea produced 3,1% of the research published on NBTs as of April
2010 (see Annex C). Of these publications, more than half focused on grafting.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Embassy of the Rublic of Korea in The Hague; Netherlands Embassy in Seoul,
Embassy of the Republic of South Korea – South Korean Mission to the EU; The Agricultural
Genome Center (TAGC); National Center for GM Crops (NCGC); Chungnam National University;
Seoul National University; National Agricultural Products Quality Management Services (NAQS)
The National Biosafety Framework (NBF) of 2004 forms the legislative basis for analysis and
regulation of novel crops and/or products derived from these crops.
Political and Regulatory structure
According to the NBF, the following governmental bodies are involved in the management of
biosafety of GMOs in Korea: 77
 Ministry of Maritime Affairs & Fisheries (MOMAF)
 Ministry of Environment (ME)
 Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW)
 Ministry of Commerce, Industry & Energy (MOCIE)
Management of genetically modified foods in South Korea is under jurisdiction of the Korea Food
and Drug Administration (KFDA) and outlined in the Food Sanitation Act. The KFDA is supported
by a Committee for Evaluation of the Safety Assessment Data of GM Foods and Food Additives,
which carries out its assessment according to the Safety Evaluation Guidelines by Notification
1999-46 of the KFDA.78
Definition of a GMO
NAQS, a derivative agency of the MIFAFF, defines a GMO as ‗an organism whose genetic material
is altered using genetic engineering techniques so that it has intended characteristics‘. 79 It adds
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the definition for an LMO (Living Modified Organism): ‗A living modified organism (LMO), a part
of GMO, is a reproducible living organism that exists in the nature.‘
The NAQS and NBF do not give a definition of ‗genetic engineering techniques‘. This definition of
a GMO, although less elaborate than the European Directive and arguably less specific, also
addresses both the product and process aspect of what constitutes a GMO. Interesting is the
addition of ‗intended characteristics‘, which makes the definition ambiguous.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
There is currently no known formal discussion on the legal status of NBTs, and therefore also no
formal legislation/regulation pertaining to the commercial use of NBTs in the Republic of Korea.
Legislation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
The regulatory authorities of South Korea have not received any applications for authorisation of
agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs as described in this report. 80 It is
expected that applications for approval will be handled on a case-by-case basis when received
by the regulatory authorities.
Legislation of products arising from technologies under study
NBTs are currently still in an academic research phase and their regulatory status is not yet a
topic of discussion.
Predicted future developments
Although no decisions have been made on the legal/regulatory status of NBTs, it is expected a
committee will be formed for discussion, but the timing is unknown. 81

Conclusion
In the Republic of Korea, there are several Ministries that are involved with the assessment and
regulation of novel crops. The Korean Food and Drug Administration manages the safety
evaluation systems of GM foods. The definition of a GMO/LMO82 as maintained in South Korea is
of a similar scope as the Directive, addressing both product and process, but broader and more
ambiguous. To our knowledge, the regulatory status of NBTs in the Republic of Korea is currently
not a topic of discussion, as they are still in a research phase. There are, as of May 2013, no
known applications for approval for the commercial use of NBTs, and hence there is no formal
assessment available.
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Professor from Chungnam National University
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Government documents seem to use ‗LMO‘, ‗GMO‘ and ‗GM‘ interchangeably. It is not clear when statements

apply specifically to GMOs or GM.
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10.

Russia

The following organisations were consulted during this study: the Dutch Ministry of Foreign
Affairs; Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs; Embassy of the Netherlands in Russia; Bilateral
International Relations at the European Commission; the Department of Crop Production,
Chemisation & Plant Protection of the Russian Federation Ministry of Agriculture; the Russian
Department of International Cooperation; Michurin All-Russian Scientific and Research Institute
for Horticulture; All-Russian Research Institute for Agricultural Biotechnology; Timiryazez
Agricultural Academy; Vavilov Research Institute for Plant Production/Plant Science; Russian
Federal Ministry of Agriculture; the Russian Mission to the European Union; State Commission
of the Russian Federation for Selection Achievements Test and Protection and the Phytosanitary
Department of the Russian Veterinary and Phytosanitary Service.
Conclusion
Accessibility to information on Russia‘s current policy towards the regulation of NBTs or GMOs
was highly limited during this study. Despite the use of various networks, attempts to contact
and correspond with government officials, researchers, and research institutes, none of the
contacted persons or organisations proved willing to provide us with the information needed for
this study.
Therefore, analysis of the regulatory status of NBTs in Russia is currently not possible.
The Russian Federation has recently shown a move toward a more pro-biotech economy, but no
actual changes in biotech legislation have been made as of July 2012, and a de-facto ban on
cultivation of GMO crops remains.83 According to the JRC84, Russia published 0,4% of the total
number of scientific publications on the subject of NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C).
Experts from the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Moscow have reported that in
general, Russia seems to be in favour of what is regarded as ‗natural‘ and small scale farming,
and unofficially against the use of agricultural biotechnology. Because of this, government
officials and institutions are reluctant to discuss any issues related to agricultural biotech, which
also includes NBTs, making access to information regarding this subject very difficult.
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11.

South Africa

Introduction
South Africa is the ninth largest country worldwide in terms of farming area planted with
transgenic crops (2,3 million acres), with large-scale GM-cultivation of maize, soybean and
cotton85 (see Annex B). According to the JRC86, South Africa published 0,4% of the total number
of scientific publications on the subject of NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C).
South Africa took part in the JRC‘s workshops on Comparative regulatory approaches for new
plant breeding techniques in 2011, where it presented a limited view on the country‘s regulation
and legislation on the subject of NBTs and GMOs.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Pretoria; Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF); Biosafety South Africa
The Genetically Modified Organisms Act 15 (GMO Act 15) of 1997 forms the legislative basis for
analysis and regulation of genetically modified crops. 87
Political and Regulatory structure
The DAFF serves as the Competent Authority for review and regulation of GM techniques and
GMOs. The DAFF is supported in its activities by the Scientific Advisory Committee and the
Executive Council (consisting of decision makers from DAFF, Department of Environmental
Affairs, Department of Trade and Industry, Department of Health, Department of Labour, and the
Department of Science and Technology).88
Definition of a GMO
The GMO Act 15, which was amended in 2006, defines a GMO as: ‗an organism the genes or
genetic material of which has been modified in a way that does not occur naturally through
mating or natural recombination or both‘. This definition also covers the term ‗genetic
modification‘ (‗modification of genetic material in a way that does not occur naturally through
mating or natural recombination‘), and its wording is very similar to the European Directive.89
With the exception of the use of the word ‗modified‘ (used in GMO Act 15) as opposed to
‗altered‘ (used in the European Directive), these definitions both cover the product aspect and
process aspect of a GMO to the same extent. Although the definition of a GMO seems focussed
on both the process and the product, South Africa officially uses a process based approach to
determine what constitutes as a GMO.90
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Current Regulation of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of South Africa have, as of March 2013, not received any applications
for authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs as described
in this report. Therefore, no formal assessment exist, and none of the techniques are currently
under study.91
Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Products from NBTs designated as non-GM are assessed on a case-by-case basis.
Regulation of products arising from technologies under study
Currently, a case-by-case assessment approach is taken.
Approach to legislation
DAFF has indicated that there are no plans to review the legislation at this time.
Predicted future developments
None currently.
Concluding remarks
In South Africa, the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries is responsible for the
approval and regulation of genetically modified plants. It works in close collaboration with a
number of governmental Departments.
The definition of a GMO as maintained in South Africa is only marginally different from that of
the European Directive, addressing both product and process, although Government officials
noted that South Africa officially uses a process based approach to determine what constitutes
as a GMO.
There have, as of May 2013, not been any applications for approval of commercial use of any of
the NBTs covered in this study. There is therefore no current assessment available for the NBTs,
and there are currently no plans to review the techniques in the near future.
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12.

Switzerland

An updated regulatory status for this country can be found on page 46 ‘Consolidated updates
following study revision‘.
Introduction
Switzerland currently has a moratorium on GM-crops (and GMOs in general)92, prohibiting their
cultivation. Switzerland was one of the first countries in the world to establish mandatory
labelling of GM-foods in 1995.
Switzerland is not a member of the EU, but is surrounded by countries that are. Since its
neighbours are all subject to EU law, Switzerland is of particular interest when it comes to GM
and NBT related legislation and regulation.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Zurich Office of Waste, Water, Energy and Air, Biotechnology Office (WWEA);
Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communication, Federal Office
for the Environment (FOEN)
The ‗Federal Law relating to Non-human Gene Technology‗ (also; Gene Technology Law; GTL)
forms the legislative basis for analysis and regulation of novel crops.
Political and Regulatory structure
The legislation on biotechnology and GM falls under the jurisdiction of FOEN.
Definition of GMO
Switzerland defines a GMO in the GTL as ‗any organism in which the genetic material has been
altered in a way that does not occur under natural conditions by crossing or natural
recombination.‘ The ‗Ordinance on the Handling of Organisms in the Environment’ (Release
Ordinance, RO), which more specifically covers the unconfined release of genetically modified
and/or pathogenic organisms, defines a GMO as ‗any organism in which the genetic material has
been altered by methods of gene technology given in Appendix 1, in a way that does not occur
under natural conditions by mating or natural recombination.‘ It adds a list of criteria in
Appendix 1 of the RO (not included) of what constitutes gene technology. In this case it is very
similar to the Annexes provided with the European Directive, both serving the purpose of
sharpening the definition of the main legislation. The GTL and the European Directive both focus
on process and product, and have a practically identical definition of a GMO, although the
European Directive differs in clearly exempting human beings from its scope.
Although not officially in any regulation, an expert from FOEN notes that ‗new plant varieties
which are developed with non-classical breeding methods (such as NBTs), where the alteration
cannot be detected in the final product, are regulated as GM‘. This application of the GM
legislation is indicative of a precautionary approach towards agricultural biotechnology in
Switzerland.
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Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The regulatory authorities of Switzerland have, as of May 2013, not received any applications for
authorisation of agricultural crops obtained through the use of any of the NBTs as described in
this report. Therefore, no formal assessment exists.
The Canton Zurich office of the WWEA/FOEN was commissioned by the government to identify
and describe new plant breeding techniques. They issued a report in December of 2012 and
reviewed a large group of NBTs, among which the seven techniques covered in this report.93
In their report, the WWEA/FOEN working group clearly stated that the current legislation is
ambiguous or non-specific since it has no clear focus on process or product. All of the 7
techniques covered in this report (ZFN1-3, ODM, Cisgenesis, RdDM, Reverse Breeding, Grafting,
Agro-Infiltration) are regarded by the WWEA/FOEN as giving rise to GMOs when looked at the
process only; when the focus is shifted to the product, the techniques are all capable of yielding
products that are not necessarily GM.
Regardless of the report by the WWEA/FOEN working group, regulatory experts at FOEN have
indicated that several NBTs are regarded as GM; either because of the interpretation of Federal
Law or the application of a precautionary approach. The report by the working group is
therefore not used for an expected regulatory status, since it is clearly not regarded as relevant
by the responsible government officials.94
Formal regulatory
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Technique
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-
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-

Breeding
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ZFN1: No information available.
ZFN2: No information available.
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ZFN3: No information available.
ODM: Expected by FOEN to be regulated as GM; oligonucleotides that are used in ODM
and their mode of insertion may fall under the definition of ‗gene technology method‘.
Cisgenesis: Expected by FOEN to be regulated as GM; the method of insertion, which
includes border sequences that could not occur naturally in the plant, falls under the
definition of ‗gene technology method‘.
RdDM: No information available.
Reverse Breeding: Expected by FOEN to be regulated as GM as a precautionary measure;
lack of foreign DNA means detection on the level of the product is not possible.
Grafting: No information available.
Agro-infiltration: No information available.

Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Plant varieties not considered to be GMOs fall within the scope of Environmental Protection Act
and the agricultural law.
For food products derived from plants that are not regulated by GM legislation the Food Law
(Lebensmittelgesetz) and the Foodstuffs and Object‘s Ordinance (Lebensmittel- und
Gebrauchsgegenständeverordnung) apply.
Regulation of products arising from technologies under study
Products arising from the technologies that are currently under study and found to be within the
scope of GM-legislation in Switzerland must adhere to the Release Ordinance.
Approach to legislation
Current legislation is expected to cover regulation of NBTs, even though the WWEA/FOEN
working group indicated the ambiguous and non-specific nature of the current legislation.
Predicted future developments
The National Research Programme "Benefits and Risks of the Deliberate Release of Genetically
Modified Plants" (NRP 59) has identified ‗no risks to health or the environment due to green
genetic engineering‘.95 However, a de-facto moratorium is currently in place and is expected to
once again be extended, this time until 2017, since the majority of politicians and farmers are
strong opponents of GM crops.96 Therefore, it is not to be expected that any major changes in
GM legislation will take place in the coming years.
The WWEA was commissioned to identify and describe NBTs, and to determine regulatory
challenges that would need to be addressed. Until now, Switzerland has made no decision on the
legal or regulatory status of NBTs, nor has it shown any intention to amend the current
legislation.
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Concluding remarks
In Switzerland, the Federal Office for the Environment is responsible for the approval and
regulation of GM and biotechnology issues. This is done in collaboration with the Office of
Waste, Water Energy and Air, which was commissioned to examine NBTs. The definition of a
GMO as maintained in Switzerland is mostly similar to that of the Directive.
Several techniques, including ODM, Cisgenesis and Reverse Breeding are likely to be regulated as
GM due to the interpretation of the Federal Law or because of a precautionary approach.
Although a government report from the WWEA/FOEN working group on the regulatory status of
NBTs concluded that many NBTs should not per definition fall under GM legislation, or should be
exempt from it altogether, officials showed no inclination to take the conclusions into
consideration.
There is reasonable belief that the current de facto moratorium will be extended. Additionally,
the Swiss authorities have indicated new plant varieties which are developed with non-classical
breeding methods (such as NBTs), where the alteration cannot be detected in the final product,
will be considered GM because of limited traceability, thus adhering to a precautionary
approach.
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13.

United States of America

Introduction
The United States of America (USA) are the largest country worldwide in terms of farming area
planted with transgenic crops (69 million acres), with large-scale GM-cultivation of maize,
soybean, cotton, canola, sugarbeet, alfalfa, papaya and squash97 (see Annex B). According to the
JRC98, the USA published 29,4% of the total number of scientific publications on the subject of
NBTs as of April 2010 (see Annex C), which is the highest percentage of publications for any
country covered in this report.
The USA introduced a basis for biotechnology regulation in 1986, in the ‗Coordinated Framework
for Regulation of Biotechnology’. The USA‘s regulatory framework is officially product based.
Regulatory analysis
Experts consulted: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), United States Department of
Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA/APHIS), Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Wageningen Research University (WUR), Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands in Washington, Embassy of the United States in Amsterdam, USDA Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS), Joint Research Committee (JRC)
Political/regulatory structure
The EPA, the USDA/APHIS and the FDA deal with the approval and regulation of novel plants and
feed and food derived from them.
Commercial authorization of novel crops or products derived from them is regulated by all three
regulatory agencies, each with their own responsibility:
 Food safety assessment for human and animal consumption is assessed by the FDA
 Intergeneric organisms and the potential presence of a pesticide in the novel plant is
assessed by the EPA
 The potential of the novel plant itself being a pest is assessed by the USDA/APHIS
Definition of GMO
Regulation of organisms under the Coordinated Framework for Regulation of Biotechnology is
lead by the EPA and triggered by an ‗intergeneric combination‘ of genetic material in the
product. If the novel organism is a pathogenic species or contains source material from a
pathogenic species, the APHIS is also involved in the regulatory process. Intergeneric
combinations and/or pathogenic materials in a novel crop lead to a ‗regulated article‘, which is
subject to extensive review by the EPA and possibly APHIS.99
Intergeneric organisms are ‗deliberately formed to contain an intergeneric combination of
genetic material (excluded is the addition of intergeneric materials that is well-characterized
and contains only non-coding regulatory regions such as operators, promoters, origins of

97

See 5

98

See 1

99

Experts from the Environmental Protection Agency; experts from Wageningen Research University
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replication, terminators and ribosome binding regions)‘.100 This specification of ‗intergeneric‘ is
similar to the European Directive‘s specification of ‗does not occur naturally by mating and/or
natural recombination‘.
Pathogens are defined as viruses or microorganisms (including its viruses and plasmids, if
present) that have the ability to cause disease in other living organisms.101 Both pathogens and
organisms containing genetic material from source organisms that are pathogenic are regulated
by the APHIS. This specific addition of pathogenicity is not found in the European Directive.
Current regulatory status of New Breeding Techniques
The EPA and FDA have, as of April 2013, not received any official applications for commercial
authorisation of agricultural crops, or products derived from them, obtained through the use of
NBTs such as described in this report. Although the techniques are currently under review by the
EPA since it is responsible for regulation of GMOs, no information is available on the regulatory
status of the techniques. However, the EPA has provided a tentative expected status for several
techniques, based on the interpretation of the definition of a GMO. It was noted, however, that
no definitive status for NBTs is expected, since the product based approach of the US would lead
to case-by-case assessment for all applications102.
Although APHIS has received several inquiries into the regulatory status of plants obtained
through the use of NBTs, this only on a case-by-case basis regarding the pathogenicity of the
product (i.e. a pathogenic species or source material from a pathogenic species), not whether or
not it would be regarded as a GMO (this is the EPA‘s responsibility). Their reaction is therefore
unrelated to the regulatory status of NBTs as such, and not regarded as useful to add to the
review below.
Application for
Technique

Formal regulatory status

permit

ZFN1

Under review.

-

Expected status
Case-by-case,
exemption (EPA)
Case-by-case,

ZFN2

Under review.

-

exemption (EPA)
Case-by-case,
regulated as GM

ZFN3

Under review.

-

(EPA)

ODM

Under review.

-

-

Cisgenesis

Under review.

-

Case-by-case (EPA)

RdDM

Under review.

-

-

Reverse Breeding

Under review.

-

-

Grafting

Under review.

-

-

Agro-infiltration

Under review.

-

-

100

US Office of Science and Technology Policy. (1986). Coordinated Framework for Regulation of Biotechnology.

Retrieved from USDA/APHIS Coordinated Framework for Regulation of Biotechnology:
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/brs/fedregister/coordinated_framework.pd
101

See 100

102

Expert from FAS
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ZFN1: Currently under review, included in the review of SDN (Site-Directed Nuclease, a
broader group of genome editing techniques) class 1. There is a possibility of
exemption, within set parameters for the resulting phenotypes. The EPA intended to
review all three classes of SDNs in January 2013, and a decision was expected by the
end of Q1 2013. However, as of June 2013 the techniques are still being reviewed.
ZFN2: Currently under review, included in the review of SDN class 2. See ZFN 1.
ZFN3: Currently under review, included in the review of SDN class 3. See ZFN 1. Experts
have indicated that ZFN 3 is regarded as being similar to transgenesis, thus being
regarded as GM and requiring regulation by EPA.
ODM: Under review, no further information available.
Cisgenesis: Under review. Although the expected status is not clear, there are
indications that products resulting from Cisgenesis would be assessed on a case-by-case
basis, and requiring a significantly reduced dataset as compared to other regulated
products. However, a reduced data-set would only be applicable if Cisgenesis is
regarded as a regulated article, hinting at the possibility that it will likely be regarded
as such.
RdDM: Under review, no further information available.
Reverse Breeding: Under review, no further information available.
Grafting: Under review, no further information available.
Agro-infiltration: Under review, no further information available.

Regulation of products from NBTs designated as non-GM
Plant varieties that are not regulated as GMOs by EPA or pests by APHIS, may be reviewed by EPA
on environmental safety103 and food-safety by FDA104.
Regulation of products arising from technologies under study
Products arising from technologies currently under study, which have not received approval,
cannot be intentionally released or sold in the USA.
Approach to legislation
The USA officially has a product-based approach towards its legislation. However, data on the
process is requested for approval of novel plants, and is most likely taken into consideration
during the review process. The current legislation is expected to cover regulation of NBTs, but
there have been proposals for the amendment of the data requirements for techniques that
yield products which are similar to those obtained through classical breeding methods.
Predicted future developments
The EPA has already proposed exemption of cisgenic crops from the regulatory burden of biotech
crops105. The proposition has, up to this point, not been accepted. There is no indication of any
103

EPA. (2013b). Regulatory information for agriculture. Consulted on April 25, 2013, van EPA Regulatory

Informaion: http://www2.epa.gov/regulatory-information-sector/agriculture-sectors
104

FDA. (2013). FDA Statement of Policy - Foods Derived from New Plant Varieties. Consulted on April 25, 2013,

from FDA Guidance and Regulation:
http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/Biotechnology/ucm096
095.htm
105

Reardon, S. (2011). EPA Proposal Would Exempt Some GMOs From Registry. Science, 332(6030), 652.; Meldolesi,

A. (2011). EU tolerates GM. Nature Biotechnology, 29(677).
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further developments. The FAS has indicated that the consensus between the involved ministries
is that NBTs are not a fixed list, but a continuum. Combining this with the US‘s product-based
approach, it is not expected that the EPA or any of the other ministries will publish a definitive
position on the regulatory NBTs.
Conclusion
In the United States of America, the Environmental Protection Agency, the United States
Department of Agriculture and the Food and Drug Administration are responsible for the
approval and regulation of plants with novel traits. The definitions used in the United States
leading to regulation of a novel crop pertain to ‗intergeneric combinations‘ and ‗pathogenicity‘.
The criterion ‗intergeneric combinations‘ is similar to the European Directive‘s criterion ‗does
not occur naturally by mating and/or natural recombination‘.
Although most techniques are still under review, it is likely that ZFN3 will be considered GM, and
that ZFN1, ZFN2 will be exempt. Applications for approval of Cisgenesis will likely be evaluated
on a case-by-case basis, and a proposal for decreased data-requirements is currently under
evaluation, indicating that it will likely be regarded as a regulated article.
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Concluding remarks
This section has been updated in April 2015.
Based on the results of this report, we expect that the period 2015 will be defining for the
regulatory status of NBTs in countries outside the EU. Although several countries are in varying
stages of reviewing the science behind NBTs and their regulatory status, it is clear that most
countries are waiting for other countries or international organisations to take a position; the EU
plays an important role in this ‗waiting game‘.
The reluctance of several countries to discuss the topics of NBTs or take a definitive position is
likely related to the political and economic effects of the approval of NBTs that are difficult to
foresee; NBTs and agricultural biotech are a sensitive issue in many countries and international
trade relations can be affected by the position of the government. This is mostly due to the
expected difficulty in detection of products from crops obtained with the use of NBTs when
compared to products from crops obtained with the use of traditional breeding methods. If a
country chooses to exempt certain NBTs from regulation, therefore allowing it to be mixed into
the normal supply for food and feed, countries with a different view on NBTs may regard the
entire food/feed-supply of the former country to be ‗contaminated‘, in the worst case blocking
trade all together. This is however a matter that needs to be taken up on a global level by
initiatives governing international trade, such as the World Trade Organisation.
Front runners in reviewing/forming a position specifically on NBTs seem to be Argentina,
Australia, India and New-Zealand.
Alongside these front-runners, several government officials expect that the EU will publish its
position in 2015 as well. Once the front-runners and the EU (which all play an important part in
international trade) have published their position, it is expected that other countries will follow
suit.
At the moment it is not possible to comment on the final positions of the countries covered in
this report, since it is clear that the decision is not dependent on scientific rationale alone, but
also heavily influenced by international relations, and political and public debate.
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Consolidated updates following study revision (May
2015)
Argentina
CONABIA and the Argentinean Biosafety Commission have hosted several workshops which in
2014 lead to a set of preliminary conclusions on the status of products resulting from the use of
NBTs:
 Cisgenesis/intragenesis are considered to lead to GM products.
 Grafting is considered to lead to GM products. Deregulation is possible for products
(fruit, seeds, etc.) obtained from a non-GM part of the grafted plant. In that case, strict
food-safety testing is required.
 SDN1&2 are considered to lead to non-GM products. In case a (part of a) gene is
inserted, it will be considered GM.
 SDN3 is considered to lead to GM products.
 ODM will be reviewed case-by-case, depending on if there is a formation of a ‗new
combination‘ of genetic material (as per the Cartagena Protocol definition).
 Reverse breeding is considered to lead to non-GM products, on the condition that no
heritable transgenes are present in the final plants.
 RdDM is considered to lead to non-GM products, on the condition that no heritable
transgenes are present in the final plants.
 Agro-infiltration/–inocculation will be reviewed case-by-case. Since most techniques
are used in intermediate steps, the regulations will apply to the organism containing the
transgene (the agrobacterium).
 Floral dip, a variety of agroinfiltration, is considered to lead to GM products.
 The Biosafety Commission has also concluded that Synthetic biology is considered to
lead to GM products.
CONABIA has drafted a resolution with their final decision on the regulatory status of the
abovementioned techniques, based on the outcomes of the workshops with the Argentinean
Biosafety Commission and the Argentinean Ministry of Agriculture. The resolution, published in
May 2015, does not go into the separate techniques, but instead determines that all crops
derived through the use of NBTs, and thus ‘modern biotechnology’, are to be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis. Argentina‘s regulation defines a GM-plant as plants in which there has been a
‗combined and stable insertion into the plant genome of one or more genes or DNA sequences
that are part of a defined genetic construct‘. However, the definition of what constitutes ‗one
or more genes or DNA sequences that are part of a defined genetic construct‘ is not provided for
(Art. 2).
The resolution further mentions that offspring of GM plants are also considered GM plants (Art.
3). Based on the resolution, null-segregants are considered to be outside the scope of the
regulation (also see Art. 4).
However, it also notes that even if a crop derived through the use of modern biotechnology is
not considered a GMO, CONABIA can still recommend to MAGYP to adopt ‘follow-up measures for
an individual crop taking into account its features and/or novelty on scientific and technical
grounds’ (Art. 5).
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Australia
The Office of the Gene Technology Regulator indicated that there have been no developments
since the previous version of this report.
However, in 2014 the Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) published a report based
on several workshops with an expert panel to obtain understanding of the techniques and to
provide scientific advice on the nature of derived food products. As mentioned in the final
report, ―It was not the role of the panel to make a legal determination as to whether the
techniques or their derived food products would come within the definition of ‗food produced
using gene technology‘ in Standard 1.5.2 of the Australia New Zealand Food Standards Code.
However, the expert panel were asked to provide their scientific opinion on whether derived
food products should be regarded as GM food.‖
The consensus was that the techniques were to be categorised in the following way:
 Category 1: cisgenesis/intragenesis, targeted gene addition or replacement using SiteDirected Nucleases (specifically SDN3), and grafting on a GM rootstock. Conclusion:
When used to introduce a new gene, the techniques would be equivalent to transgenesis
and, as such, any food products should be regarded as GM.
 Category 2: techniques used for targeted mutagenesis, including ODM and SDN 1 & 2.
Changes introduced using such techniques would be typically small and definable and
have predictable outcomes. Conclusion: results would be similar to traditional
mutagenesis used in conventional plant breeding and food derived from these plants
should not be regarded as GM food.
 Category 3: techniques which involve the use of gene technology in the process, which
is no longer present in the final product. The techniques in this category include Seed
Protection Technology, reverse breeding, and early flowering. Conclusion: food from
plants derived from these techniques is comparable to that from plants produced using
conventional plant breeding, and should thus not be considered as GM food. There was
need for more information on the reliability of the production and sorting process.
 Agro-infiltration and –inoculation were concluded to have limited applicability to food
since the plants in which the technique is applied will not themselves be used as food.
Therefore, there are no significant food safety concerns.
Brazil
Based on consultation with GMO experts at the Ministry for Agriculture, Livestock and Supply,
as well as further inspection of the Brazilian GMO Law (Law nº 11.105), several preliminary
conclusions can be drawn:
 Mutagenesis is exempt from the GMO Law. By extension, it is likely that this will also
apply to mutagenesis using SDN and ODM;
 Self-cloning of non-pathogenic organisms (not confined to micro-organisms; both for
contained use as well as deliberate release) is exempt from the GMO Law. By extension,
this would mean that non-pathogenic cisgenic (and intragenic) organisms are also
exempt from the GMO Law.
Canada
No relevant developments have been identified since the previous version of this report.
China
No relevant developments have been identified since the previous version of this report.
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India
Based on consultation with the Protection of Plant Varieties & Farmers' Rights Authority of the
Indian Ministry of Agriculture, it can be concluded that the regulatory authorities in India do
not consider NBTs to a priori lead to GMOs. The authorities adopted a case-by-case review
system, and consider a technique to lead to a GMO only in the case a transgene is involved
(please refer to India‘s definition of a GMO). Instead of NBTs having to go through review on
Federal level (as is the case with GM crops), the Indian government have opted to review NBTs
on a State level (as is the case with new, non-GM crops).
Japan
In 2014, the Science Council of Japan issued a report, outlining the technical details of NBTs,
and practical considerations for regulation.
However, the responsible authority, the Ministry of Environment, has not shown its position
towards NBTs, and therefore no progress has been made in the process of policy development.
New Zealand
The Environmental Protection Authority of New Zealand (EPA) received an inquiry into the
regulatory status of ZFN1 and TALENs in 2012. At that time, the EPA determined that organisms
resulting from the use of these two techniques were exempted from being classed as GMO under
the HSNO Organisms Not Genetically Modified Regulations of 1998.
An appeal of this determination based on the scope of the Regulations was lodged, and the
resulting High Court judgment in 2014 upheld the appeal. The High Court decision held that the
list of techniques in the Organisms Not Genetically Modified Regulations (specifically regulation
3(1)(b)) is exhaustive. This means new techniques (including NBTs) can not a priori be exempted
by Regulations and are treated in law as GMOs.
The EPA is currently looking into a review of the legislation. At the time of writing, this review is
still in the exploratory phase since there is a lack of Ministerial direction on the dossier.
Please see ‗Australia‘ for the final report of the Food Standards Australia New Zealand.
Republic of Korea
The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (MAFRA) and Rural Development
Administration (RDA) have started an interdepartmental discussion on the legal status of NBTs.
To this end, MAFRA made a special taskforce to promote the seed industry and discuss the
importance of NBTs for the sector.
The taskforce has released a confidential version of its first report in January 2015. According to
MAFRA, the sentiment towards NBTs is positive. As a conclusion, the taskforce requested the
government to amend the regulation to allow commercial application of NBTs. There is currently
no clarity on further steps or timing.
Russia
As reported by public news sources, on 31 December 2014 Russian president Vladimir Putin has
signed the Russian Federation Code of Administrative Offences into law. The new code includes a
new article which completely bans the cultivation and breeding of GMOs except under strict
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scientific controls for study, and also impose much stricter controls of any GMO products, forcing
them to be registered through a government agency.
The authors were unable to retrieve any information on policy developments from the relevant
authorities.
Switzerland
The Swiss authorities are currently in the process to evaluate the domestic policies pertaining to
NBTs. In support of this process, in January of 2015 the Federal Office of Agriculture (FOA) has
hosted an information event focusing on the technical side of NBTs, as well as risk-assessment
and the (issues with) application of current legislation. The FOA noted it would continue the
evaluation after the information event, but there is no clarity on the activities or timetable.
South Africa
No relevant developments have been identified since the previous version of this report.
United States of America
The regulatory bodies that deal with GM approval (EPA, USDA-APHIS) have in 2014 ruled that a
herbicide tolerant canola obtained through the use of ODM was not considered a regulated
product.
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Annex
Annex A. Questionnaires used for information gathering.
Standard questionnaire:
1. Has there been a decision made on the legal/regulatory status of the techniques listed
below with regards to GM-legislation? If so, what has been decided; if not, is there an
indication when this decision will be made and what the possible outcome will be?
a. Zinc-Finger Nuclease (ZFN) 1, 2 and 3
b. Oligo-Directed Mutagenesis (ODM)
c. Cisgenesis
d. RNA-directed DNA Methylation (RdDM)
e. Grafting
f. Reverse Breeding
g. Agro-infiltration
2. What legislation/regulation is applicable to crops/products (used for food/feed)
resulting from NBTs classified as;
a. Not regulated (that is, non-GM)?
b. Currently under study?
3. Have there been any applications for the commercial use of crops/products resulting
from any of the NBTs mentioned above?
a. If so, what is their status?
b. In case they have been granted permission, what is the nature of these products
and when are they expected to enter the market?
‘GM-sensitive’ questionnaire (the entire request for information omitting any direct reference
to GM, gene technology or biotechnology), recommended by respective government officials
and experts for contacting Chinese and Russian officials:

1.

2.
3.

Has there been a decision made on the legal/regulatory status of the techniques
listed below? If so, what has been decided; if not, is there an indication when this
decision will be made and what the possible outcome will be?
a. Zinc-Finger Nuclease (ZFN) 1, 2 and 3
b. Oligo-Directed Mutagenesis (ODM)
c. Cisgenesis
d. RNA-directed DNA Methylation (RdDM)
e. Grafting
f. Reverse Breeding
g. Agro-infiltration
What legislation/regulation is applicable to new crops/products used for food/feed
(such as those created using NBTs)?
Have there been any applications for the commercial use of crops/products
resulting from any of the NBTs mentioned above?
a. If so, what is their status?
b. In case they have been granted permission, what is the nature of these
products and when are they expected to enter the market?
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Annex B. Global area of biotech crops in 2011: by country (million hectares, rounded off to
the nearest hundred thousand)

Source: adapted from James, C. (2011) ‗Global Status of Commercialized Biotech/GM Crops:
2011‘. ISAAA Brief No. 43.
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Annex C. Geographical distribution of scientific publications on new plant breeding
technologies.

Source: adapted from Lusser, M. et al. (2011) ‗New plant breeding techniques: state-of-the-art
and prospects for commercial development‘, page 30.
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Annex D. Legislative/regulatory focus per country (updated May 2015)

Country

Legislative/Regulatory Focus± Sentiment*

EU
Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
India
Japan
New Zealand
Rep of Korea
Russia
South Africa
Switzerland
USA

Product/Process
Product/Process
Process
Process
Product
Process
Product/Process
Product/Process
Product/Process
Product/Process
Unknown
Process
Product/Process
Product

Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Positive

±Source: information gathered for this report (desk research and government experts/officials).
* Source: ‗Sentiment‘ is the sentiment of a country towards agricultural biotechnology in
general, and NBTs in particular, as perceived by the authors. It was determined on an
intersubjective basis, and is in not objectively quantifiable. It was determined through multiple
rounds of discussion with the team responsible for gathering the relevant information and was
primarily based on a combination of; (perceived or mentioned) sentiment of interviewed experts
and officials, interest of the country/government into the subject, national research into the
subject, willingness of officials and experts to share information, and socio-political
developments in the country.
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Annex E: Figure ‘World map showing sentiment towards NBTs and regulatory focus, based on interviews and collected information’ (updated May 2015)

Process-based focus
Product-based focus
Process/product
combination focus
Positive sentiment
Neutral sentiment
Negative sentiment
Source: Annex D
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